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AssrRAcr

Lizardile-lT ftom Val Sissone, Italy, and lizardrts,-2Hr ftom the Monte dei Tre Abati ophiolite complex, Coli, Italy, were
satdied by single-crystal X-ray-diffraction methods to 480" and 525'C, respectively. The lZpolytype refined to a residual value
R of 0.050 (raR = 0.058) at 480'C in space gronp P3lm, and the 2I{ polytype refined to an R of 0.03 I (wR = 0.035) at 525'C in
spacegoup P63cm.Meanthermal-expansioncoeffrcientsforthecellpaftutreters uea=b=0.37 X l0-s/deg, c=l.l3x L(t-.sl
degforll,anda=b=0.70 x l0-s/deg,c= 1..67 x L}-slde1for2Il.ForthelZpolytype,ditrigonalringdistorrions(tetrahedral
rotation angle, ct) change from -1.5 to near 0o from 20 to 480'C, whereas ftre o. value for the 2If1 polytype decreases from 1.8 to
1.f at near 300oC, and remairu constatrt at 1.3' to 475oC. The O-O distances for O-H...O linkages across the interlayer increase
linearly from 3.08(1) to 3.15(l) A ftory20to475"Cforthe2ll1polyrype. In conrrast, the l?polfype show. o"*-"oolrrmruulo",
for similar O-O disranc€s of 3.06(l)^A to 360'C. From 360 to 480oC, this dist,nce increases at nearly the same rate as with the
zHt poly!|"pe, from 3.06 to 3.09(l) A. On the basis of longer G-O distances, the 2Il1 polytype exhibits weaker hydrogen bond
linkages across the interlayer at all temperatures than the llpolytype. Thermal expansion is related to optimum hydrogen bond-
ing (G-H...O linkages) across the interlayer, which is affected by both thermal effects (dynarnic displacements) and structural
constraints. Sructural constraints are predominantly confolled by tetrahedral rotation within the plane of the sheet and the
consequent movement of basal atoms of oxygen, which results from an adjustment of the tetrahedral and octahedral sheets to
different modes of thermal expa.nsion. Thermal effects dominate over structural constraints for the 2111 polytype. In contrast, it. is
tentatively concluded that structural adjusnnents dominate to about 300'C in the lT polytype, above which thermal effects
dominate because the tetrahedral sheet is extended frrlly and interlayer bonding has weakenedl sufftciently.

Keywords:hzardita, serpentineo high-temperature, structure, polytypes, hydrogen bonding, X-ray diffraction.

Solnnns

Nous avons 6tudi€laluardtte-lT provenant du Val Sissone, en Italie, et la lizardite-2ll1 provenant du massif ophiolitique de
Monte dei Tre Abati, I Coli, en ltalie, par diffraction X sur cristal rniquejusqu'i 480' et 525oC, respectivement. La structure du
polytype lT a6tE atfrrL1e jusqu'i un r6sidu R de 0.050 (wR = 0.058) e 480'C .lans le groupe spaual Hlm, et celle du polytype
2I{, jusqu'l un r6sidu R de 0.031 (wR = 0.035) d525oC dans le groupespaial PQcm. Les coefficients d'expansion thermique des
parambres rdticulaires a et b _delabzafirte 1? sont 0.37 X l0-s/deg, et de c, l.l3 x 10-5/deg; ceux des paramdtres a et b dela
llzarditazHl sont 0.70 X 10-5/deg, et de c, L.67 x l0-5/deg. La distorsion des anneaux ditrigonaux dans le polytype l Z (angle de
rotation des t6trabdres, ct) varie de -1.5 i presqueO" ente20 et480"C, tandis que la valeur de ct pour le polytype 2Il1 rliminus
de 1.8 d 1.3o prbs de 300"C, et demeure constant i 1.3' jusqu'd 475"C. I-es distances O-O des agencements O-H...O
perpendiculaires d la couche interfeuillet augmentent de fagon lin6aire de 3.08(1) A 3.15(1) A en all:nt de 20 I 475oC dans le cas
dupolytype2I{.Enrevanche,lepolytypellfaitpreuvededistancesO-Oqu issnstant€s,3.06(l)A,jusqu'l360"C.Enre360
et 480"C, cette distance augmente d environ le m0me taux que dans le polytype 2II1, de 3.06 a 3.09(l) A. A cause des plus graldes
di5tensss O-O, le polytype 2Il1 aurait des liaisons hydrogbne plus faibles peqpendiculaires aux feuillets que Ia lizardi IE-LT, et ce,
sur I'intervalle conplet de temp6ratures. L'expansion thermique est 1i6e au r6seau de liaisons hydrogbne (O-H...O)
perpendiculaires i Ia couche inter-feuillet" qui est r6gi I la fois par des effets thermiques (ddplacements dynamiques) et des
contraintes structurales. Ces dernibres reflebnt surtout la rotation des tdtraedres dans le plan du feuillet et le mouvement
cons6quent des atomes d'oxygbne I la base du feuillet, qui r6sulte d'un ajustement des feuillets de t6Eaedres et d'octabdres aux
modes vari6s d'expansion thermique. [.es effes thermiques sont plus imFortants que les contraintes structurales dans le polytype
2111. Les ajustements structurau( seraient pr6dominantsjusqu'l environ 300oC dans le polytype 12, et au-deld de ce seuil, ce sonl
les effets thermiques Qui prddorrinent parce que le feuillet de tftrabdres est compldtement distendu, et les liaisons interfeuillets
affaiblies davantage.

Mots-clCs: lizardile, serpentine, temp6ranue 6lev6e, structure, polytypes, liaisons hydrogdne, diffraction X.
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hrnorucnoN

The Mg-rich serpentine minerals are important geo-
logically because they occur over a broad range of tem-
peratures and pressureso from lower zeolite to upper
greenschist facies. In addition, however, serpentines
occur in subduction zones and are often regarded as a
potential repository for H2O or hydrogen in the upper
mantle (e.9., Prewitt & Finger 1992). Furthermore, Mg-
rich serpentines are significant from a crystal-chemical
view; they form a complex group of minerals ranging
in morphology and structure ftom cylinders, to coils, to
comrgated waves, and to plates. Intergrowths between
the various serpentine-group minqals occur frequently,
and disequilibrium conditions, as indicated by textural
and chemical inhomogeneities, are common. Thus, un-
dentanding the structural intenelationships among the
serpentines is critical to understand the possible role of
kinstigs, composition, l6nding characteristics, and en-
vironmental factors such as temperature and pressure,
in forming these phases.

Until the early 1980s, suitable crystals for high-qual-
ity structural work were unavailable for any of these
serpentines. Since then, however, Mellini and coworkers
(Mellini 1982, Mellini &Zanazzi 1987,1989, Mellini
& Viti 1994) studied structurally two polytypes of the
platy Mg-rich serpentine lizardite (lizardite-lT and
--2H).ln addition, Brigatti et al. (1997) examined the
2H2form of lizardite. Mellini &Zanazn (1989) deter-
mined structurally the effect of pressure on lizardite-lZ,
and Gregorkiewitz et al. (1996) reported a neutron-dif-
fraction study using Rietveld refinement at low tempera-
tures on simil4'6a1s1ia1. To complete the series and to
describe firlly the lizardile structure, we report the high-
temperature structures of lizardrwlT and -2Il by sin-
gle-crystal X-ray methods.

IlcH-TnNpsRATURE Snqcle-CnvsrAt. STUDms
op Pnvrr,osn-tcerBs

There have been few high-temperature structural
studies of phyllosilicates (Takeda & Morosin 1975,
Guggenheim et al. 1987, Nelson & Guggenheim 1993).
Of these studies, only the recent study on chlorites (Nel-
son & Guggenheim 1993) examined a phyllosilicate
structure at high temperature in which hydrogen bond-
ing plays an important role in bonding adjacent layers.
In that study, Nelson & Guggenheim (1993) found that
(l) the axial lengths in chlorites do not necessarily ex-
pand most rapidly along the c axis, (2) the interlayer
regions in which H bonding is most prevalent do not
expand very rapidly, although H bonds are generally
considered weak bonds, and (3) electrostatic athactions
between layers may be key in determining expansion
behavior in phyllosilicates. Nelson & Guggenheim
(1993) discussed also the mechanisms of oxidation in
Fe-bearing chlorites.

Lizardrte, similar to chlorite, has strong layer-to-
layer interactions by both a nefwork of H-bonds and
strong electrostatic interactions. These electrostatic in-
teractions originate from a net negative charge from the
ideal on the tetrahedral sheet and a net positive charge
from the ideal on the octahedral sheet. We examine two
polytypes of lizardite with similar chemical composi-
tions, but different networks of H-bonds, to determine
the effect of temperature on the structure of this impor-
tant serpentine-group mineral.

E>epnnrrreNTs AND REsuLTs

Lizardite-lTfrom Val Sissone, Italy (Mellini l!$2;
andlizardrte-2H1 ftom the Monte dei Tre Abati ophiolite
complex, Coli, Italy (Boscardin et aI. 1982, Mellini
&Zanazzi 1987) were studied. Chemical data (Melini
1982) for the 1T sample are: (Mg2.7eFe2*o.o+ F"3*0.r0
Alo.ozbl.oo(Si r.e gAl0. r7)>2.00Os(OH)+ and for the ̂2H 1
crystal (Mellini & Zanazzi 1987) are:. (Mg2.s3Fez+s.s5
Alo.robz.ss(Si1.s3A10.07)>2.00Os(OH)+. Buerger preces-
sion photographs indicate that there is no significant
stacking disorder in any of the crystals examined, al-
though the zHrpolyt;4,e material was of better quality
than the lTcrystals. Crystals of each were selected, with
the lTcrystal approximately 0.1 x 0.1 x 0.07 mm in
size and the 2H1crystal 0.07 X 0.07 X 0.05 mm. In
accord with the previous room-temperafure structures
(Mellini 1982, Mellini & Zanazzi 1987), Buerger pre-
cession camera data indicated that the space group is
P3lm and P63cmfor the 1T and 2Il1 crystals, respec-
tively. The lZcrystal used in the refinement showed a
small amount of mosaic spread, suggesting that incipi-
ent cleavage had developed, whereas the 2Hr sample
showed only very sharp reflections.

Each crystal was mounted in a Na-poor, silica-rich
capillary ("quara glass"), sealed at one end, so that the
crystal was fixed at the sealed end of the capillary for
collection of the high-temperature data. A second capil-
lary, telescoping within the fust, was placed so that it
touched the crystal, thereby firmly securing it in place.
A dot of the liquid fraction of T.trcoa Bond 6 was used
to fix the inner capillary in place to the outer capillary,
but care was taken not to seal all the space between the
two capillaries so that the capillaries could be evacu-
ated. The capillaries were allowed to dry for l0 hours,
then simultaneously evacuated and heated at 100oC for
15 minutes to remove water vapor, and tlen sealed with
an acetylene torch. The assembly was then mounted on
a goniometer for single-crystal work.

An automated Picker four-circle, single-crystal X-
ray diffractomeler equipped with a single-crystal fur-
nace (Brown et al. 1973), was used-with graphite
monochromatized MoKa (\ = 0.71069 A) radiation for
data measurement. The fumace was calibrated follow-
ing the method of Guggenheim et al. (1987) after the
method of Brown et al. (1973), using the melting points



of phenolthalen (261"C), NaNO3 (307'C), Ba(I.{O3)2
(592"C), MgCI2 (708'C), and KCI (790'C). The tem-
perature was monitored with a Tempstar III tempera-
ture controller. The estimated error in temperature is
+3". Each temperature was allowed to equilibrate for a
minimum of 3 h before data collection was initiated.
Usrng least-squares refrnement of 23 reflections taken
at each octant (23 X 8 = 184 measured positions) for
the I Z sample and I 8 reflections ( 1 44 positions) for the
2JI1 sample, cell parameters were determined atz}, 150,
27 0, 360, 440, 480oC for the 1 Z polytype and at 20, I 50,
200,250,300, 350, 400,475,525"C for the 2H1
polytype Clable l). Full datasets for structural analysis
were collected at room temperature, 360, and 480'C for
lZand atroom temperature,300, and 475'C forthe2Hl
crystals. For data collection, half of the limiting sphere
was sarnpled over the ranges -7 < h < 7, O < k < 12, and
-12 < I < 12 for the lT polytype, arrd J < h < 7, 0 < k
< 12, and -24 < I 3 24 for the 2H I polytype, wirh a scan
rate of loC/min, scan window of 2.0o + 0.75tan0, and a
background time of one half the scan time per back-
ground measurement. The 20:0 fixed-scan mode was
used, with three standard reflections monitored every
360 minutes (approximately every 60 reflections) for
electronic stability. Reflections were considered
observed if I exceeded 3o, where 1p = [CT + 0.25(A
t6)2(B1+ B) + p|)zlttz, and where CT is the rotal inte-
grated count in time ta, B1 and B2 are the background
counts in time t6, and p (the estimate of the standard
error) = 0,03. Lorentz-polarization corrections were
made, and absorption effects were corrected empirically
by using V scans. Reflections selected for rl' scans were
chosen to be representative of the 0 and 1 values of the
reflections in the dataset, and scans were made in V at
l0o increments. Approximately 350 reflections were
used to produce correction coefficiens (using SHETXTL
PLUS 4.0, Siemens 1990) to correct the raw data. Psi
scans were made at room temperature only and were
applied to higher-temperature datasets also.

Atomic parameters (Mellini &Zanazzi 1987) of the
lT and,2Hr polytype were used initially for the room-
temperature dataset. Scattering factors were calculated
using the method of Sales (1987) and the tables of
Cromer & Mann (1968), assuming half-ionization of
atoms. The least-squares refinement program SIIEIXTL

TABLE I. UNIT{EII PARAMETERS OF LZARDITE.I TAND
LZARDTTE.2III AS AFUNCTION OF TEMPERATI]RE

rcc) 4A) 4A) v(A') rcc) 4(A) v(A')
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PLUS (Siemens 1990) was used, and reflections were
assigned unit weights and a single scale-factor. For the
fust several cycles, only isotropic-displacement factors
were applied, followed by anisotropic-displacement fac-
tors. The atomic parameters at room temperature were
used initially for the high-temperature refinements, and
the procedures for the high-temperature refinements
were similar to those at room temperature. Final R fac-
tors and other results are given in lable 2. The H atoms
were located by difference-Fourier syntheses for both
cases, and the locations were not refined. Atomic coor-
dinates and displacement parameters'are given in Table
3, and bond distances are given in Table 4.

DrscussroN

Mellini (1982) and Mellini & Zanazzi (1987) dis-
cussed stability of flat-layer (li zardite) polytypes on the
basis of the misfit between component tetrahedral and
octahedral sheets, the effect of isomorphous substitu-
tion and resulting electrostatic interactions between ad-
jacent tetrahedral and octahedral sheets across the
interlayer (Gillery 1959), and the formation of the hy-
drogen-bond nefwork. Mellini (1982) and Mellini &
Tanazzi (1987) suggested that the latter two mechanisms
are the most important for stability.

Unit-cell parameters

Table I and Figure I show the effect of temperature
on unit-cel l  parameters and volume for the two
polytypes. For purposes of comparison, the c axis of the
2H1 polytype is given as cl2 n Figure la. The 150"C
value for the c axis of the l7form appears inconsistent
with the other data. Thus, it is omitted in the determina-
tion of the linear regression fit of the data. Note that the
axial lengths increase with increasing temperature, and
the rate of expansion differs considerably for the two
forms. The cell lengths of the 2H1 form increase as a
function of temperature at a greater rate than the lZform
[see Table 5 for mean thermal-expansion coefficients

TABLE 2. RESULTS OF STRUCTT]RALREFINEMENTS OF
LZARDITE.I T AND IJZAIDIIE.AI I

AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

20.c 3600c 4800C

2H,

zec ?oo\: 475"c

0.0s2 0.058 0.050
vRB* 0.064
Goodre+f-fire 1 . 06
Vdable ptr@etffi 36
Deta set 186

* x1 = 11rol - lFc[/lFol.
i' r.q2 = {[r( jFol - lFcl'/wlFolJtr, whoe v = t.
g Gmdnmf-fit: [rfiFol - ]Fcfl'z(r * z)f , whw r repmeds the mbq of
indep@d€mt dsta, md z is the mbs of pamsts.

THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATIJRE ON TTIE STRUCTURE OF LZARDITE

1 T

]T
s.326Q) 1.288(s) r79.r(2)
s.327(3) 7.3rqq r798(2)
s 330(3) 7.313(6) 1t0.0(2)
s.333(4) 7324(s) 180.42)
s 33r(4) 7.324(5) 110.3(1)
5332Q) 7.332(s) 1E0 s(2)

2H,
5.311(4') 14.s51(3) 3s6.3Q)
5 333(4) 14518Q) 359.0(3)
s.3344) 14 600(2) 3se 7(3)
5.336(4) t4.6r4(2) 360.4(3)
5.340(4) 14.626(2) 36r r(3)
s3444) t4.6sr(2) 362.0Q)
5.34s(4) t4.662(2) 362.6(4)
s.345(4) 14 674(2) 363.0(3)

0.033 0.045 0.3 I
0.037 0.054 0.035
1.20  1 .72  l . t6
36 29 36
t69 169 t64

R l 3

20
150
250
300
350
400
475
s25

20
150
270
360
440
4t0

0.070 0.058
0.93 0.78
30 36
l1s t61
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TABLE 3. POSnONAL C@RDINAIES AlrlD DISPLACEMENT PARAMBTERII
FOR LZARDITE-I TAND I,ZARDIIE.2II,

vEUButsu3u2Utt

Ms 0.3318(9)
si 0.3333
ol 0.3333
a2 osfiQ)
03 0.6648)
04 0.0
Hl 0.583
tp 0.0

Ms $3nQ)
si 0.3333
ol 0.3333
02 0.s01(2)
03 0.662{2)
04 0.0

Mg 0.3321(8)
si 0.3333
ol 0.3333
a2 0.500(2)
03 o.@Q)
04 0.0
Ht 0.572
w 0.0

Ms 0.3327(8)
si 0.3333
ol 0.3333
g2 o.49r(2)
03 0566(i)
04 0.0
Hl 0.622
172 0.0

Ms 0.33rp)
si 0.3333
ol 0.3T33
02 0.4%(5)
03 0.66(3)
04 0.0

Mg 0.3319(9)
si 0.3333
ol 0.3333
02 0.4%(2)
03 0.66(2)
04 0.0
Hl 0.621
IB O.O

0.455(r) 3(2)
0.v74<1) 6.s(9)
0.29il* 3(2)
4.00E(r) 14{2)
0.s88(l) w)
0.304{2) 8(2)
o.732
o. ln

liadrtsJlra20o C

UmditblTd36f0c

3(2) n{2)
6.s(e) 2.6(1)
lQ) 36(2)
7(2) 2r(2)
8(2) nQ)
8(2) r3(2)

7(2) 2X2)
8.xe) 34(2)
r0(2) 2e(3)
eQ) 33(3)

r5(3) 24<2)
20Q) 2q3)

0.0
o.6661

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0 . f f i7
o.666,7
0.0
0.0
0.0

0-0
0.6667
0.ffi1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
o.666'7
u.o@/
0.0
0.0
0-0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.6667
o.67
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
o.ffi'l
0.667
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 -2(l) u2r2
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 -42)
0.0 -42)
0.0 0.0

0.45(l) 8(r)
0.vr7(1) 8.e(e)
0.2918i lo(2)
4.w(2) te(2)
0.se42) l8(2)
0.303(2) 2o(3)

0.0 -rQ) uzD
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 -l(3)
0.0 4(3)
0.0 0.0

0.0 o.1(l) u22
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 -3(2)
0.0 r(p)
0.0 0.0

0.0 -t(r) u22
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 -13(3)
0.0 -3(3)
0.0 0.0

0.0 4(3) vzD
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 -14(18)
0.0 -4e)
0.0 0.0

LiwditblTsd.4a}o C

0.4s70) ll(t) lr0) 34\2)
0.078(r) r2.q8) t2.6(8) 36(2)
0.29144 rs(2) rse' 3012)
{.005(l) BQ' t3(2> 37(2)
o.se(r) a{q 2w) 2s(2)
0.306(2) n44 7242) 28(3)
o.730
0.190

uN|ftE2Htatzfrc

o.222s(s) ll(2) e(2) I9(l)
0.0314(t 8.7(e) E.7(9) r r(l)
0.1406* l0(2) l0(2) 24(2)
-o.0o7o(o 2w) 2o(2) N<2)
0.28e6(O rx4 w) cQ)
0.r470(e) 16{2) lq2) I3(3)
o.354
0.vt5

UNdb-2Htd.3000 C
0.2188(8) l8(2) ls(4) l8(2)
0.v2e1.7) 13(2) 13Q) t2Q)
0.1/t06* 23(5) 23(s) ls(5)
4.00e(1) 38(6) ze(q 30(t
o.2Ese(e) 24{s) 25(e) 3l(o
o.t44{2) 2oA 2W) 2q.rr)

UNdte2Htd.4750 C

0.243(s) lE(l) t7(2) 28(l) 0.0 -rQ)
0.4344(s) rs(l) ls(l) l7(l) 0.0 0.0
0.14374 2r8) zrQ) 20(2) 0.0 0.0
{.0o23(o 36{2) 27(2) 3r(2) 0.0 -12(3)
0.2w(6) 31(2) 3r(2) 2\2) 0.0 3(2)
0.149(r) 2s(2) 2sQ) 2s(2) 0.0 0.0
o.343
0.068

unIz

Atristlopic difpls€d€d &cton (x ld) m in the forn ery t-a(f1 E3 4bjs+rai U' Ur]. Esd io pEedhss.
tffies uigin along c ffiis and rhuq. nqt rfted



TABLE 4. SFI.|rCTtrN BO}DI&{GTHS AND ANG-ES,
LZARDITF. 1 T AND I.EAPJ).$B,UT,
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Bond mgls(l

7.34

7.33

7.32

7.31

7.30

7.29

7.28

7.27

Bmd leogtbs (A)

zec
si-or r.s81(8)
Si-Ozx3 1.651(5)
Ma 1.634

O142Y3 2.669(9)
o2-O2Y3 2.ffi42)
Mro 2.67

Mc43 2.019(10)
Msa4 2.081(e)
Ms-Ot'a 2.r44s)
Mso3P 2.u294
Mffi 2.V74

A@sidsleyq
0.24.3 3.060)

20"c
si4l 1.588(7)
Si-O2x3 r.636(4)
Mm 1.6?A

or-g2fl 2.644<8)
OZ-O2Y3 2.663Q,
Mro 2.652

I\49.O3 2.02'l(9)
!4g-@t 2.085(e)
w-orfl, 2.r3e(s)
w43f,. 2.02s{7)
Meao 2.0n

Aqos idslayq
o2{.3 3.08(r)

Ljmdr+IT
480"C 200c
t.5$A O2-SiOl x3 111.3(4)
1.65s(5) O2-Si-(Dx3107.6(s)
1.632 109.5

2.664e)
2.ffi(2)
2.69

2.o2s(to) o3-MsOl f,. u.4(B)
2.wt(9) o4-Ms-ol , %.5(3)
2.1s6(s) o1-M84rfl.u.42)
2.086(7) Ol-rvIgO3:298.3(4)
2.083 O3-lr4s4f P 83.6(3)

Ol-Ms-ol el.IQ)
O3-Ms-o3 99.7(6)

3.0e0)

Ury&E2Ht

47fC 20.c
r.68A oLSi-oI x3 109.9(4)
1.634(4) O2-Sio2r3 109.0(4)
1.62s 109.5

2.$94
2.6nQ)
2.656

2.M4ro) O3-Mg"orf,. U.sg)
2.09100) ol-Msol , 93.4(3)
2.r4r(s) Ol-Ms-o 91.9(3)
2.0 25{ 7) o3-MsO3, 98.6(4)
2.078 O3-MsOt, 83.3(3)

ol-Msal / 84.s(2)
o3-Mg-O3 9E.9(t

3.r5( l )

,$ec
r r 1.6(4)
rs7.3(4)
109.5

N

o
o

u.x2)
s3.r(2)
u.7(2)
e8.0(4)
83.(3)
er .1 (3)
e.3(6)

47fC
roe.44)
109.7(4)
109.5

u.o{2)
%.7Q)
v2.2Q)
e8.e(4)
83.3(3)
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TABLE 5. MEAN @EFFICIENTS OF THERMAL E'GANSION

FORPOLYHEDM AND SHET TIIICKNESS3

2Ht 200 400
Temperature ("C)qM

Siltcotr @abedm
s-ol 4.25 2.Ol
si-o2 0.05 427
lvl@ Vohtr 4.27 0.n

OdahsdEl iits
Mg43' 0.75 1.60
Mg€4 0.53 0.63
MC4l 1.42 0.20
I,rgcl' 0.75 0.1I
M@Voh@ 0.94 0.53

Ftc. l. (a) Plot of c or clZ yersrrr temperature for luzr:drte-lT
(circles) aad bzardrte-2Hr (crosses). (b) Plot of o versw
lempelature (symbols as before).

ftom the low-temperature data of Gregorl<tewitz et al.
(1996).

The reported room-temperafure cell par4meters
(Mellini & Zanazzi 1987) for the 2H1 sample [d
5.318(4), c 14.541(7) Al are in close agreement wirh
those reported here la 5.317(4), c 14.551(3) Al. How-
ever, the c par:ureter for the 1 f polytype in this study [4
5.326(3), c 7.288(5) Al differs signfficantly from tlat
reported by Mellini (1982) la 5.332(5), c 7.233(7) Al.
ln a Rieweld snrdy of a lizardite-l? sample from Elb4
Gregorkiewitz et al. (1996)reported the room-tempera-
ture cell parameters a and c to be 5.3332(2) and
7.2718(6) A respectively, which is more consistent with
the data of this study. Thus, the differences in the c cell

a - b

Volmo

tteUaye seprcio
0.59 5.1',7

Cdlp9@ds
0.37 0.70
l . t3  t .67
1.70 2.9

* x lfTclenfa l,{ots thd tbs |lm oo€frciemr of thml qporioD, a" m elcrl!'ed
U* o = 1UC")IGI-)hyG-2iL c.hce)ramd XT m ths valE ofthe pqm€sq
Et rm tqq8trB (20"C) @d st highs t€qodre, XT, rErp€tirely. Whsffi
pwble, a is 6ls'l"rEd uqig 6e slopE of$e li@ regruim mtydr for tho ton tfff
-Xry(f -20X. Ditupq iotbvalus b€tw the lf ed 2ltr tuG 6r Si EdMg
brds e probably rct rigniqefr.

OITEC) values of a and c for ITt 0.27 X 10-s. l.l l x
lrs;2H;0.98 x l0-5, 1.73 x 10-51. The MTEC val-
ues for the lZform are consistent with values derived
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dimension of the I 7 sample between this study and that
of Mellini (1982) may be related to problems in the
Mellini determination, to difficulties due to the mosaic
spread (see above) in this study, or to slight differences
in composition benreen the two samples. Unfortunately,
the I Z crystal was lost after data collection, and the pre-
cise composition of the crystal could not be delermined.

Substitution of R3* for n2+ in the octahedral sheet
produces a net positive charge, and substitutions ofR3*
for r{* in the tetrahedral sheet produce a net negative
charge in lizardite, although the layer as a whole is neu-
tral. Because layer surfaces oppose each other across
the interlayer space and these surfaces have opposite net
charges, Gillery (1959) argued that the basal spacings

le.s., d(}ODl will decrease with increasing R3* substi-
tution. In fact, interlayer separation (Iable 6) is the more
critical distance than basal spacing tojudge the effects
of electrostatic interactions befween the layer surfaces.
It is noteworthy that the interlayer separations for the
lTsample are smaller than the2Hl sample at compara-
ble temperatures. Thus the data support the suggestion
by Gillery (1959), although there may be uncertainty
about the c parameter (or composition) of the 17 sam-
ple reported here.

N e tw ork of hy dro g en- bonds

Qltaining accurate atomic locations for H atoms,
even at room temperature, using X-ray data is difficult.

TABLE 6. ADDMONAL STRUCTIJRAL DETAII,S FOR
LZARDITF-I T AND LZARDITE-zTI. AT VARIOUS TEMPERATTIRBS

m'C 36O"C ,180"C 20'C 300'C 475'C

Phyllosilicates structures are especially problematic
because reflection profiles are affected by errors in
stacking periodicity and incipient cleavage. Also, there
are severe adsorption effects due to the plary shape of
the sarnple. Add the additional complications of furnace
arrangement, mounting procedures for high tempera-
ture, and the effects of temperature on the H, and it is
unlikely that determined H positions (and displacement
factors) at high temperature are accurate. Note that the
refinements at the intermediate temperatures for both
samples have the greatest R values and the largest esti-
mated standard deviations @sA; no coordinates of H
atoms are given for these temperatures.

Mellini (1982) emphasized the importance of the H-
bonding network in the formation of platy polytypes.
He noted that polyfype stability increases with strong
interlayer bonding, which is favored by certain configu-
rations of the layers, such as the I Z and 2H r polytypes,
and the direction (t) of tetrahedron rotation (1.e.,

ditrigonal distortion). Mellini noted further, and we
agree, that the magnitude of tetrahedron rotation (c[)

caused by misfit between the tetrahedral and octahedral
sheets is less important than the H-bonding network in
understanding the development of polytypes.

In contrast, however, the nefwork of H-bonds at high
temperatures will be significantly influenced by both the
direction and magnitude of tetrahedron rotation. At
higher temperatures for a given crystal, the magnitude
oftetrahedron rotation must approach zero more closely
to allow for lateral expansion of the octahedra (Table 6),
since lateral expansion of a tetrahedron is minimal.
Thus, optimum H bonding nltzardite at elevated tem-
peratures involves the combination ofeffects caused by
expansion along c* and torsional effects from tetrahe-
dron rotation, much like that found in chlorites (Nelson

& Guggenheim 1993). Although accurate locations of
the H positions are useful to better understand torsional
effects, the O{ distances of the G-H...O are nonethe-
less sufficient to determine approximately how the H
influences linkages between the layers.

For lizardite-lZ, ot closely approaches zero with in-
creasing temperature (Fig. 2), thereby suggesting that
the letrahedral sheet has reached $1e limit of its exten-
sion by 350-500'C (errors associated with these angles
are +0.25"). Lizafiite-2H1also shows an approach in c
toward zero (to 1.3') at high temperature, but the tetra-
hedral sheet does not require full extension for sheet
congruency to the octahedral sheet. In addition, the ct
value for the 2Hl polytype is not affected by tempera-
ture above 300oC.

Figure 3 shows O-O distances associated with the H
bond across the interlayer for both polytypes. Although
teEahedron rotations for the 2111 polytype do not change
significantly above 300"C, the O-O separation contin-
ues to enlarge. For the 2Hrpolffpe, this suggests that
thermal effects (e.g., atom displacements) dominate
above 300oC over structural constraints to maintain an
optimum network of H-bonds. Because the slope of the

d( ' ) *

rl,()g

-1.5 4.2 0.05
l l l .3  t f i .1  r11 .6
59.06 58.62 8.60

1.8  1 .3  1 .3
110.0 tt9.7 L@.2
sE.92 59.39 59.t2

2.178 2.19t 2.166

2.t38 2.106 2.133
2.959 3.@4 3.032

n.63 11.53 11.73
z.tg 2.u 2.21

2HlL T

il.&7
2.25

shedrhichs (A)
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tushedn 2.133 2.170

Inetayerseparucion(A) 2.944 2.936

Polyhedral rite volm* (A)

Octahedn ll.6

TsEahedn 2.24

2.170
2.t70
2.955

1 1.83
2.23

1.O12
t.w2

1.013 1 .015 1 .014

1.0@ 1.@0 1.000

Polyhedml site quadrdic dongdim (lI

Octrh€dn 1.014 LOl2
Tstrah€dm l.@l l.W2

a ts|rah€dnl rctdion ffid4 d - )4120" - (nffi O b-q-q 6de)
r* tetrahedral elotrgdioq r = od-T-Ob , wh@ ths idet ulue i! 109.47".
$ octahednl dicortioq rf = mj[6ct tbicfocs2.(nm Mg-o,OH)], whw tbe idol
Elue iE 54.73'.
n1= >l(l/iJilnl wh6oIir ther'l4o o ?-O <futanc of aregular polyhedm ofthe
me volue; I ir the M-o q F{ di*me md n is the @rdi!8liotr Mbq
(RobiNn e/ al l97l). A regular potyhedrctr bs a wlus of 1.0.
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curve remains the same over the entire range of tem-
peratures studied, thermal effects are dominant at all
temperatures.

In contrast, the lZpolytype behaves differently, al-
though the following conclusions are tentative because
the standard deviation of the O(2)-O(3) distance across
the interlayer at 360'C is high 13.064(18) Al . The rapid
decline in the ct value and the nearly constent OQrcQ)
distance to about 300oC suggest that an optimum H-
bonding network connecting the layers is 6ailtained b!
structural adjusments primarily involving tetrahedron
rotation. Above about 300oC, the O-O distances across
the interlayer enlarge, suggesting that thermal effects
become dominant because tetrahedron rotation can no
longer act to maintain the system of H-bonds. It is note-
worthy that the slope of the curve (Fig. 3) above 350'C
for the 1Z polytype nearly parallels rhat of the 2Hr
polytype.

Rigid-body analysis

A rigid-body thermal analysis @owns et al. 1992)
may be important to understand the effect of potential
misfit between the octahedral and tetrahedral sheets ar
high temperature, since bond distances in tetrahedra and
octahedra may be affected by TLS (translational,
librational, and screw) modes of motion. Rigid-body
behavior requires that the difference in the mean square
displacement amplitudes (pz - t,,r) of two atoms alolg
the bond must be relatively small, less than 0.002 A2
@owns et al. 1990). For lizardite-2tl1, the three Si-O(2)
bonds associated with the tetrahedra have values of (p2

100 200 300 400
Temperature ('C)

500

Hc. 3. O-O dista-nces across the interlayer associated with
the H atom (circles: 1I, crosses: 2/11).

- p1) of 0.012, almost an order of magnitude larger than
expecled for rigid-body behavior. Thus, the data show
that a thermal motion correction based upon the rigid-
body model cannot be applied. Reasons for this behavior
may be related to several factors: (l) the tetrahedra are
indeed "soft", with non-fixed interatomic separations
oscillating about a mean; (2) small systematic errors in
the data, possibly relating to incompletely applied ab-
sorption corrections (due to the platy shape and limita-
tions caused by the furnace assembly), and (3) a static
disorder (e.9., substitutional and positional disorder,
stacking enors, etc.) perhaps related to interactions
between octahedra and tetrahedra caused by the semi-
independent sheets.

Because Downs et al. (1992) demonstrated that SiOa
tetrahedra for both chain and framework silicates are
rigid at temperatures to 1100"C, it is unlikely that the
tetrahedra are "soft''; there is no reason to expect that
phyllosilicates differ. Incompletely applied absolption
corrections for flat plates are problematic and cannot be
ruled out. Howevero because variations in bond lengths
caused by substitutions in the tetrahedra and octahedra
will affect positions of basal oxygen atoms and such
variations are common for all but end-member compo-
sitions, then a thermal motion correction will not be
applicable to those phyllosilicates with static disorder
derived from isomorphous substitutions. To determine
whether absorption effects or static disorder account for
the large mean-square displacement amplitudes, future
high-temperature studies should consider multiple
absorption-correction strategies to minimize possible
errors due to absorption.

0400 L
0

3.
500

0.0
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CoNcr.usrons

This shrdy shows that variations in stacking sequence
affect the structural response to thermal stress in
lizardite. Therrnal effects causing expansion primarily
along the c axis dominate over requirements to mini-
mize O-H...O distances in the 2111 polytype. In contrast,
we tentatively conclude that optimum H-bonding is
maintained vla distortions of the ring of tetrahedra in
the lTpolytype until about 300'C, affer which thermal
effects dominate. Presumably, where weaker interlayer
bonding occurs, as in the 2Hl polytype, thennal effects
dominate throughout the temperature range studied. A
two-step process occurs in the llpolytype because ther-
mal motion becomes dominant at higher temperatures,
where interlayer bonding weakens sufficiently, in part
because of the inability of adjustments in the tetrahe-
dral rings (vla rotations) to maintain optimum H bond-
ing across the interlayer.
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